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Name of the 
intervention Model United Nations - MUN 

Context 

(optional) 

The MUN is a UN education simulation, which aims to train 
participants, mostly young people, in international negotiations for 
the promotion of human rights and democracy, but also to the 
development of good communication, international relations and 
diplomacy. This methodology is ideal for applicability in an 
international and local context as well.  
 

Tackled area (of our 
objectives) 

1), 2), 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8) 

FACE TO FACE TRAINING 

Recommended 
group size 

Small dynamic groups of 6-10 people 

Time frame 

• Training of 
YW 

• Implementing 
with YP 

 
 
 

• 3 hours for the Training the trainers session 

• 2 days (12 hours-16 hours total) for the implementation 
with Young people 

Materials required Flip chart, projector, A4 papers, pens, laptops, markers 

How it works 
(description) 

The training the trainers session will be organized as a class. 
 

- Brief presentation of how the UN Model works (10 min.) 
- Participants are placed in the ‘EU Youth Democratic Council’ 

(‘City Youth Democratic Council’ for the implementation 
with young people) where they represent members of that 
body. Each of them (they can also work in pairs) selects a 
social topic related to 
environment/culture/sports/education/economics/public 
health/public security/politics/etc. which is influenced by 
anti-democratic measures. Every delegate is called to 
develop critical thinking of the anti-democratic issues its 
special topic faces and possible new policies and to prepare 
a presentation. The participants could also have support in 
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this critical thinking process by seeking for online material 
(articles, newspapers, videos, etc.) (45 min.) 

- The topic presentation and speech by each delegation 
follows. (10 min. per presentation)  

The final step of the process is the discussion between the 
participants. The delegates defend and promote new policies in 
order to resolve the existing conflicts in society. They suggest 
solutions with the form of resolutions and create alliances between 
them. The best-performing delegations that pass their written 
policies (‘draft resolutions’) with a majority vote receive an award. 
(60 min.) 

ONLINE TRAINING 

Recommended 
group size 

Small dynamic groups of 6-10 people 

Time frame 

Training of YW 

Implementing with 
YP 

 

• 1 ½ - 2 ½ hours session (Train the trainers) 

• 1 ½ - 2 ½ hours session (Implementation with young people) 

Materials required Presentation explaining MUN method 

How it works 
(description) 

The training the trainers session will be organized as a class. 
 

- Brief presentation of how the UN Model works (10 min.) 
- Participants are placed in the ‘EU Youth Democratic Council’ 

(‘City Youth Democratic Council’ for the implementation 
with young people) where they represent members of that 
body. Each of them (they can also work in pairs) selects a 
social topic related to 
environment/culture/sports/education/economics/public 
health/public security/politics/etc. which is influenced by 
anti-democratic measures. Every delegate is called to 
develop critical thinking of the anti-democratic issues its 
special topic faces and possible new policies and to prepare 
a presentation. The participants could also have support in 
this critical thinking process by seeking for online material 
(articles, newspapers, videos, etc.) Each group will be 
separated in a breakout room in order to have the space to 
talk to each other privately. (45 min.) 
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- The topic presentation and speech by each delegation 
follows. Each group will have to prepare a presentation for 
their topic and present it to the whole group. (10 min. per 
presentation)  

The final step of the process is the discussion between the 
participants. The delegates defend and promote new policies in 
order to resolve the existing conflicts in society. They suggest 
solutions with the form of resolutions and create alliances between 
them. The best-performing delegations that pass their written 
policies (‘draft resolutions’) with a majority vote receive an award. 
(60 min.) 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TRAINING 

• The trainer should use easy vocabulary and try to explain as much as possible any 
terms that might be complex for the participants.  

• The trainer should make sure to give the participants enough time for reflection and 
discussion with one another.  

• If the group is consisted of young people, the trainer can help them by preparing 
some scenarios with social topics, they can choose from in order to develop their 
debate line of arguments.  

• When the participants are working with their groups to prepare their line of 
arguments for the debate it will be good for the trainer to intervene and ask 
clarifying questions in order to make sure that they all have a clear image of what 
they are doing. 

• The trainer can prepare a list of questions to keep the discussion alive during the 
debate and make sure that it takes place within a respectful and peaceful 
atmosphere.  

CONCLUSION 

We will have reached our goal if we manage to help participants understand that when 

having a conflict with someone else the most important thing is discussion. If everyone 

learns to solve any matter that might come up in a diplomatic and peaceful way, we will 

have less conflicts in general! Education and developing people’s critical thinking 

competences is the most powerful weapon to prevent the phenomenon of radicalisation 

and extremism.  

 

 

 


